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“Of all knowledge, the wise and good seek most to                                                                               

know themselves.” 

                           - Shakespeare 

                               The Quest 
Life is not a destination, but a journey.  Where you are is not as 

important as where you are going.  Each day is a learning  

experience unto itself.  Environmental tendencies promote the  

processes of circumstance.  Within the confines of  time and space, 

we evolve.  Choice and consequence; cause and effect. 

 

  The Tuning Fork 
 

The Philosophy and Physics of life is all relative to a First Cause.  

What is this First Cause?  Where is this First Cause?  Who is this 

First Cause?  Nature holds the keys in bountiful measures, hidden in 

the womb of secrets in Her ongoing existence and Being.  The many 

varied laws of Nature, those known and unknown, are the very  

fabric of this First Cause.  Relativity is the General Law of Nature 

from which all other Laws should spring forth.  All of these Laws 

have existed since the beginning of creation.  Truth is truth and has 

been truth throughout all ages of humanity.  The sharpened mental  

receptors emitting reason, rationale and practicality, are the tools 

that electromagnetically draw wisdom and truth, through the  

Laws of Nature, to the thoughtful imaginative pondering mind. To 

be an instrument of truth, wisdom and understanding, one must  

prepare one’s mind.  The genius within is the seed upon which  

destiny rides. 

Of all knowledge, the wise and good seek most to                                                                                                                                           

                      Inner Controversy 

 
                       Self knowledge facts 

                 Empirical speculation tracks 

             Personality and Character attached 

                Inner Controversy dispatched 

 

                      A mind lost, then found 

          Scattered thoughts, overhead, underground 

                The Earth, Moon and Sun, so round 

               Intangible transmutations abound 

 

                The realms of inner controversy 

                   On the boundaries of mystery 

             A sincere extreme interest to see and be  

               Learning to know thyself can be— 

           filled with this war of inner controversy 

                  Mankind's Intellectual Elite 

 
The great thinkers and doers in life have advanced the evolution of 

humankind’s collective conscience ever onwards.  People like 

Plato, Socrates, Aristotle, Newton, Einstein, Edison and Darwin.  

The lifeworks of these great minds serve as a guiding force of 

awareness towards avenues of individual enlightenment. 

 

People of this ilk can be a motivating force of continual  

knowledge gathering.  The inward probing explores some of the  

infiniteness that is within the limits of our being.   

                   All Encompassing Nature 

 
All people are enveloped by Nature.  Her presence is often 

unperceived and not given notice.  This does not mean that certain 

things are not real.   Nature is abstract and simple.  What is, is as it 

is.  Thus is the reality of everyday empirical truth.  Measures must 

be measurable.  The intuitive concepts are certain keys . . .  
 

The ways people behave is rooted from the conditioning of their 

experienced environments and the nature of character possessed of 

their mind.  Thus, life and breath and the roles play on amongst  

humanity. 
 

The morning time out in nature is a great time for reflection. 

The afternoon is a wonderful time for relaxation.  The nighttime is 

the time for intense inspiration.   Nature delivers it all! 

 

   

                 A brief word from the Author: 
 

“The themes I brush broad strokes upon, are interwoven 

with threads of poetry and prose . . . penetrating places of 

human nature and conduct, through man’s capacity for 

consciousness elevation.  This all leads to the main 

overriding message — Know thyself and profit from the 

knowledge there of!“ 


